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Abstract 

Mysticism is a highly elaborative and extensive term that beholds multifarious 

meanings which varies from a mystic to another. And a mystic is one who has a deeper sense 

of perceiving things and he relates every element to his Master. This intense relationship 

grows from passionate love. It strengthens and widens the horizon of wisdom and knowledge 

that takes the conscience a step further, towards sacred –realisation and then to mystical 

experiences. Prof. Puran Singh’s poetry is so rich in mysticism that every composition has a 

personal touch of his mystical experiences that he had undergone during his voyage towards 

self- realization. The poet in his spiritual quest unveils the layers of realities of mortal life and 
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gives a new vision, and understanding to search for the worth of  our existence that lies in 

loving and remembering God. The paper unfurls the multi-dimensional aspects of Prof. Puran 

Singh’s mysticism.  
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Introduction  

Prof Puran Singh is a great literary figure who has attained worldwide recognition 

through his writings which are highly spiritual and philosophical in their tone. He was one of 

the founders of Modern Punjabi poetry. He is basically known for his literary work in Punjabi 

but most of his work is in English. He has 25 publications both National and International to 

his credit. He was well versed in Persian, German, Hindi, English and Punjabi. 

He had undergone two major transitions in his life. He became a Vedantic Yogi after getting 

influenced with Buddhist ways of life and then he returned to his roots with more firmness 

and became a true Sikh of the Guru. Both these experience had deep impressions on his mind. 

His writings show a remarkable influence of both ways of life and experience. Prof. Puran 

Singh poetic career began with  book “The Sisters of the Spinning Wheel”. which brought 

him into limelight. This book established him as a poet. 

According to Earnest Rhys 

“It was Rabindernath Tagore who carried over into English tongue with a new power and 

melody the first convincing  strains of Bengali poetry . Puran Singh fortunately has 

something of the same gist, also freely neutralizes itself in English medium.”  (1) 

Including this he wrote eleven books. His other books are The Vina Players,An Afternoon 

with self ,At his  feet, The Himlayan Pines, The wandering Minstrel, Unstrung Beads, The 
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Roses of Kashmir, The Burning Candles , The Seven Baskets of Prose Poems, and The 

Temple Tulips . 

Dr.Dhanwant Kaur compiled all the collections of poetry in her Book-“Prof Puran Singh 

Kaav Rachnavali” 

Mysticism is a faith in unseen which is beyond common man’s comprehension and it 

is a feeling of unity of soul with Divine. It is the journey towards identification of self and 

finding the realities of life. The paper unfurls the multi-dimensional literary genius of Prof. 

Puran Singh in the literary world. Prof.Puran Singh is a poet par excellence whose poetry is 

an effective way to express his spiritual journey, towards self- realization that begins and 

ends in love. His all the Eleven books are revelatory proofs of his love, admiration and 

association for all things in unity with God and his endless longings for the infinite.  

“Mysticism entails a definite psychological experience. It is not a theory of intellect. It is a 

definite and peculiar development of the whole self, conscious and unconscious. In this 

condition the mystics are emphatic in their statement that spiritual desires are useless unless 

they involve in the movement of the whole self towards the Real.”  (2)  

According to Supergeon :- 

Mysticism is in truth a temper rather than a doctrine, an atmosphere rather than a system of 

philosophy.( 3) 

Prof. Puran Singh is a true mystic at heart and his poetry is an exquisite amalgamation 

of spirituality and intellect that he acquitted through continuous prayers, contemplation, 

renunciation, faith, devotion, surrender and utmost dedication. Mysticism cannot be separated 

from love which is it’s inmost source. His mystic love is an offspring of his union with 

Master. His deepest desire is to catch a glimpse of his Master and to be with Him.  

“Pray delay no more, come from behind as is Thy wont. 

Close my eyes with the palms of Thy hands, 
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And gather me in Thy embrace, 

In the delight let me conquer death.”    (4)                                        

In poem ‘My Love’ ! why are things upside down? The poet’s despair is conspicuous 

in the question he has asked from his-self, 

He ponders over the inability of his heart to understand the cause of happiness of 

women and men who rejoice, sing and dance on the arrival of spring . But his lovelorn heart 

trembles with fear of loosing him. 

“But as Thy laugh and dance and sing, 

My soul quivers with fear ; 

Why are they so merry love ? 

Or is it thou that art now there; 

And gone out of me ?           (5) 

Live with Me love  This poem is the sublimation of poet’s deepest desires that take the 

form of words and reveals the innocent cry of his heart to live with the Master and break all 

the shackles of superficialities of life. 

“Come my Love; lift me in thy embrace  teach me there, 

In complete confidence ,the darkness of all the earthly light and the dullness of all 

knowledge”.  .        .                                                                                                                                                

(6)      .                                                                                                                                             

His another set of poems are re-charged with efflux of the ecstatic emotions and 

excited state of his conscience on meeting “Him” which changed his perception of life  

 “Since I met Him, Life has been as  

sweet as death, the revealer.  

My narrow bosom holds in its awakened  

fire the soothing glance of his lotus eyes; 
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The beauty of the Infinite flashes in my soul.”   

He captures the blissful moment of their meeting when his soul mingles with the 

Divine , which was the zenith of his aspirations. The poet was so much lost in these sacred 

moments that he forgot to keep a note of the time . 

“ I do not remember how I came 

To be in his arms, 

I drank the cup of Nectar when”   (7) 

The some feelings have been expressed in “The Hour of Union” 

“The rivers flow and ask me ,Where is Love? 

And which the hour of Union? 

And what can I reply ? which day , 

Which hour, 

Which night it may be thy pleasure, 

O! Beloved.” (8) 

As a true mystic Prof. Puran Singh seeks and possess God and desires nothing else. In 

each poetic composition he is so deeply sunk in remembering God that the sweet sound of 

eternity echoes in his words and all the things seem bound in the Divine union with God.   

“Pines! O Pines! Your breath resounds with prayer, 

And your love shines in the eyes of flowers that bloom below in shower of your kisses… 

And from under your bare brown feet fountain gush forth as though in love with all 

things”.(9) .              .                                                                                                                                               

A mystic sees and loves everything created by his master as he sees His forms of life 

everywhere. He has a strong bond with  all the creations of Nature and he feels, one among 

them. He feels the same longings, of being  one with the great universal powers, in all the 

creatures. His love for nature is easily found in his various poems. Through these poetic 
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compositions he describes his own feelings, through a great deal of symbolism. Some of 

these poems are Koel, Chatrick, Paras, The Himalayan Pines, Chakvi – Chakva, The Jasmine 

Bush etc.  

Koel is a bird that is in love,  which has ignited her soul and made her restless. She 

searches for the beloved just as the poet whose soul heart knows no rest in the absence of his 

Master. 

“The fire of love has chassed my wings , 

And made me anew, 

I am restless !where is my Beloved?” (10) 

Chartik is the Indian name of a bird that soar high in sky in the rainy season to quench 

his thirst with drop of nectar from the clouds. The poet calls this bird – a lover who seeks his 

own drop from cloud, and also a saint who waits patiently and struggle bearing all the odds 

for his rainy season. 

In the similar manner poet’s thirst cannot be quenched till he meets his beloved   

 “O Chatrik! Lover of the cloud o! clad skies, a thirst a longing for the nectar drop!  

Thy soul wait for thy own drop from the clouds, dwellers of the sky”. (11) 

His another aspect of love is in the form of exalted surrender to the philosophy and 

ideals of Sikhism. In this higher realm of transition and with transcendental perception he has 

translated Japuji Sahib which is embellished with his personal tone. His famous book ‘The 

Sisters of the Spinning Wheel’ reveals the aesthetic beauty of a love filled heart of a Sikh for 

his Guru in Poems of a Sikh’ and ‘Poems of Simran’. Poems of a Sikh are a sequence of 

events that a Sikh devotee undergoes from the time  God was an unknown identity to self 

realization and finally becoming ‘one’ with Him. He would often hear about him and also felt 

some celestial inkling of his presence but unable to look through the veils of his youth. 

“I forgot him in his gift of Life to me , 
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And he helped me to forget him. 

Such a youth! How It forgets its 

Maker! 

An unknown Man who roams disguised  

On earth! 

I find him still with me, he aids me on”. (12) 

 ‘Poem on Simran’ – her husband. Just a women loves her husband and her life is incomplete 

so does a sikh feel miserable without his Guru. 

“As a woman loves a man, I love 

Hari Nam 

Without his divine Presence, I am more miserable than those who stand in need of bread or 

clothes or house or bed.”  (13)        

The poet wants to become  complete by uniting with his Lord. So he considers himself  a 

wife an the Lord as husband .This love relationship of between man and woman is the 

foundation of Holy Granth which explains the passionate desire of soul (woman) to unite 

with God.                                         

“My steps are unsteady with joy!  

I fall, I rise, I sink and Soar in Him”. (14)  

In Poem of Simrian, he elucidates his love and compare it with love of a woman for her 

husband.  

“As a woman loves a man, I love Hari Nam 

Without His Divine Presence encompassing me in my daily life”. (15) 

He undergoes the same amount of pain as a lover  suffer in separation from his 

beloved. In this separation he thinks of the moments he had spent with his Master. These 
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moments of union are the times his soul is connected with Divine, leaving the physical body 

in the materialistic world.  

“I am never Alone  

I touch Him in my sleep and  

I kiss Him in my dreams  

He is my light and my Darkness”  

He narrates his experience of separation as  

“Ages and ages had passed, and we had met ……….  

My strength was gone again, I forgot  

Him in His song.  

Ah! We met in an eternal separation.”  (16) 

His faith in ‘Him never let him down in his life and he finds strength to rise even in high tides 

as his ‘Guru’, like a star shows him the right direction . 

“I ride on tides, I go forward, but 

I find waters have all ebbed away ………. 

I strain my eyes to the blue water and  

Think again of His Love ………… my fixed star.” (17) 

He has surrendered completely at His feet and he holds no complaints in his heart and mind 

because he knows that His love will make him forget all the pain.  

“The thread of life is in His hands;  

My heart beats low and fast as He moves the thread.  

He is in the inmost chambers of my soul,  

And yet I find Him not.  

When the King of Life comes I forget all complaints”. (18)  
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The Seventh Basket of Prose Poem 

is his literary mystic jewel that is dedicated to the spiritual experiences of  great 

devotees like Prahlad and Dhruva, Gopikas of Vrindavan, Bharthari Hari, Kabir, Sudama, 

Tulsi Das Gosain, Mira Bai, Hafiz Mary Magdalene, Osshio, Bhai Lalo, Bhai Taru Singh, 

Bhai Budha etc. accompanied with his own conception.  

Prof. Puran Singh’s mysticism is a fine blend of Sikh and Sufi mode of love with coalesce of 

English Romantic poetry and Kissa poetry. The story of Sassi and Punun, The story of Sohni 

Mahiwal are inspired from Qissa Poetry. 
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